Learning Mathematics
The following phrases apply to those who wish to succeed in mathematics:
YOU CAN BE SUCCESSFUL
REAL EFFORT.
SHOW YOUR WORK
TAPE THE CLASS
ASK A FRIEND
WORK WITH OTHERS
PARTICIPATE IN CLASS
ARE YOU PROUD TO HAVE YOUR NAME ON THAT PAPER?
PAT YOURSELF ON THE BACK EVERY NOW AND THEN, BUT NOT TOO OFTEN.

Calculation of Final Grade: Your final average will be calculated using the following percentages:
Notebook Quizzes: 20 %  Regular Exams: 60%  Final Exam: 20 %

Regular and Final Exams: You will have three regular exams and a comprehensive final exam. Regular exams will last the entire class period. The tentative dates for these exams are:
Exam 1: September 26  Exam 2: October 31  Exam 3: November 28
Final Exam: December 10 or December 12

Missing Exams or Daily Work: Generally, make-ups will not be given on exams and assignments will not be accepted late. Exceptions can be made to this policy under special conditions and the student must complete the make-up before the graded exam is returned.

Homework: All homework should be worked in a 3-ring binder. Please follow these guidelines for homework:
1. Your work should be dated and the section each problem is from should be clearly marked at the top of each page.
2. Start new sections on a new page.
3. Work on only one side of your paper.
4. Use only loose-leaf paper.
5. Show all work. 6. Leave a space for problems that you have not completed.

Notebook Quizzes: Several quizzes will be given during the semester in which you may use your notebook to complete. These quizzes will cover anything that should be in your notebook. All homework in your notebook should be worked on one side of a page only. These are suggested sections for your notebook:
1. Course information, syllabus etc.
2. Notes from class - please date all notes
3. Homework - date homework and state the date and section number of each assignment
4. Exams
5. Previous notebook quizzes.
Notebook quizzes will typically be announced a day ahead of time. At least one of these quizzes will simply be a grade based on how well organized and complete your notebook is kept.
Cell Phones, Beepers etc.
It is very rude to leave a beeper or phone in the “ring” mode and have it go off during class. Please leave all such devices in vibrate mode or do not bring them into class at all. If you have a cell phone with you it is to remain in a purse or backpack at all times. Having a cell phone out during an exam will be considered a violation of the Academic Honesty Policy below.

Academic Honesty and Class Honor Code
Unless you are notified beforehand, collaboration with others on any graded work is prohibited. Violations of this policy will result in a 0 for that work. Commit yourself to acting honorably in class: do not distract others, think for a second before asking questions in class, be on time, fairly and honestly assess your own performance in class, do not pay attention to how others are doing in class, take ownership of your successes and your failures, get help immediately if you are lost or fall behind, take responsibility for getting caught up if you miss class, only miss class when you cannot avoid it, in each class you take learn your instructor’s name, use the proper title when addressing your instructor, only use their first names if they specifically tell you to do so, show respect for your instructor and classmates, and be truthful any time you deal with your instructor or classmates. Honor is a two-way street. As your instructor I commit to acting honorably as I work with you in class.

Assignments for Math 1350
Section 2.1: A: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,21,22,23,27,28,29,36,37  B: 8,16,17,18
Section 2.2:  A: 1,8,11def  B: 8,12c
Section 2.3: A: 1,2,3c,5,7,10b,11,12,13,14,15,19  B: 5,8,13,14
Section 2.4: A: 1,2,3,6,9,13,17,18,19,20  B: 4,5,6,15,16,17,21,24
Section 3.1: A: 2,3,4,11,12,14  B: 4,11,12a
Section 3.2 A: 1,3,4,5,6,7,10,12,14a,17,26,27,28  B: 5,10,14,15
Section 3.3: A: 5,6,7,10,11,13,16  B: 6,7,10,15
Section 4.1: A: 1,2,4,5,6,9,10,22,28,29  B: 4,6,9,15,24
Section 4.2: A: 1,5,8a,12,16  B: 4,5,12,17,18,26
Section 4.3: A: 1,3,4,5,7,8,9,10  B: 3,4,5,7,9
Section 5.1: A: 2,3,4,5,7,8,10,11,12,13,14,15,23,25, B: 3,4,511,12,13
Section 5.2: A: 1,2,4,5ace,6bdf,7bdf,9,11,12,14,15,19  B: 1,4c,5c,6e,7e,8b,9c,12
Section 6.1: A: 6bd,7bd,8,9,11ac,12,1421,22,23,24  B: 12,22,23,24
Section 6.2: A: 3bfh,4bd,6be,7c,9,10,16,17,18,19,20,29  B: 16,17,18,19
Section 6.3: A: 2,3,6,7,8,9,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28  B: 20,22,24,26
Section 7.1: A: 2,3,4d,5,6,7,11,12,13,17  B: 5,12,13
Section 7.2: A: 1,2,5,7,10,11,12,16,17,19,25,26,27,28,30  B: 8,12,26,27,28
Section 7.3: A: 1,2,6,7,8,11,12,14,16,18,20,22,28  B: 1,17,25
Section 7.4: A: 2,3bdf,4bdf,5,6bdf,8bdfhj,9bdfhj,15,18,21,24,27  B: 17,18,27,28,30
Section 8.1: A: 2,4,7,12,17,19  B: 2,5
Section 8.2: A: 2,3,4,6,7,9,12,13,14,15,16,17, B: 13,15,18